An efficient scheme is presented for the numerical calculation of hydrodynamic interactions of many spheres in Stokes flow. The spheres may have various sizes, and are freely moving or arranged in rigid arrays. Both the friction and mobility matrix are found from the solution of a set of coupled equations. The Stokesian dynamics of many spheres and the friction and mobility tensors of polymers and proteins may be calculated accurately at a modest expense of computer memory and time. The transport coefficients of suspensions can be evaluated by use of periodic boundary conditions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many situations in science and technology involve the motion of solid particles immersed in a viscous fluid. ' The motion of each particle in the fluid causes a flow pattern, which in turn affects the motion of other particles. Hence, the dynamics of the system of particles is characterized by hydrodynamic interactions mediated by the fluid. On a sufficiently slow time scale acceleration of the fluid may be neglected. The overall flow pattern is set up instantaneously, and perfectly follows the motion of particles. On this time scale the fluid velocity and pressure fields are described by the so-called creeping flow or Stokes equations. ' The description and calculation of hydrodynamic interactions for creeping flow is beset by three fundamental difficulties. First, the interactions have long range. This is already evident from the Stokes solution for flow about a sphere.2 The velocity field decays as slowly as the inverse power of distance from the center. Second, the hydrodynamic interactions have many-body character. The calculation of the complete flow pattern for many particles has the nature of a multiple scattering expansion. 3 Third, the friction functions diverge at short distances due to strong velocity gradients in the fluid set up by near particles in relative motion. The long range and many-body character of hydrodynamic interactions were noted already by Smoluchowski, 4 who studied the resulting divergence problem in the theory of sedimentation.
A proper account of hydrodynamic interactions is required for the calculation of transport coe5cients of suspensions, such as the sedimentation coefficient and the effective viscosity. The particles need not be freely moving. The permeability to flow of a rigid array of particles is a transport property of prime interest. Technically, the numerical calculation of such transport coefficients, the proper definition of which involves the limit of an infinite number of particles, requires the application of periodic boundary conditions.'P6 The calculation of flow properties for a finite number of particles is also of interest. For example, it is desirable to have an accurate method of calculation of the friction coe5cients of polymers and proteins. We shall model such structures as rigid arrays of spheres.
Hydrodynamic interactions in a collection of spheres have been studied by many authors3-16 It is natural to consider the flow pattern of a single sphere to be generated by a set of force multipoles. The lowest order force multipoles are the force and torque applied to the sphere. Higher order force multipoles are induced by the flow incident on the sphere.17-19 Numerical calculation of hydrodynamic interactions requires an account of a set of force multipoles including sufficiently high order. It is known, however, that a proper description of the short range divergence and the associated lubrication effect requires force multipoles of very high order.2o*21 It was first suggested by Bossis and Brady22 that lubrication effects may be taken into account in the friction matrix in pair superposition approximation. Later the picture was completed by Durlofsky et al. , 23 who proposed that collective effects to the many-sphere friction matrix may be accounted for by force multipoles of relatively low order, combined with lubrication effects in pair superposition approximation. In their FT scheme, Durlofsky et al. used only forces and torques in the first part of the calculation. They attempted to include stresslets in their FTS scheme, but this scheme is not readily extended to higher order. A systematic calculation involving higher order force multipoles was performed by Ladd.2b27 He handled lubrication effects in the same manner as Durlofsky et al.23 It turns out that the method of truncation at finite multipole order requires delicate consideration. If in our calculation we use the rank of Cartesian force multipole tensor as the criterion for truncation then we run into a peculiar difficulty. Truncation at finite order by this method causes divergence of the two-sphere friction matrix in the physical regime. The same type of divergence must be expected for many spheres.
We have chosen a different method of truncation, based on the angular dependence of the flow pattern about a single sphere. For this truncation the two-sphere friction matrix diverges in the unphysical regime. In the limit of infinite truncation order the divergence corresponds to the lubrication singularity at touching. We show in the following that with our method of truncation the elements of the friction matrix corresponding to collective motion converge rapidly with increasing order of truncation, even for touching spheres. The elements of the friction matrix describing relative motion are corrected for lubrication effects in pair superposition approximation. The Stokesian dynamics of freely moving spheres requires updating of sphere configurations on the basis of calculated velocities. For this one needs the many-sphere mobility matrix, rather than the friction matrix. In the calculations of Durlofsky ef uZ.~~ and of Ladd2627 the mobility matrix was calculated as the inverse of the friction matrix. Numerically this is an expensive procedure. We show in the following that the many-sphere mobility matrix may be calculated directly, in the same way as the friction matrix, from the solution of a system of equations. This procedure permits effective numerical calculation of the Stokesian dynamics of many spheres.
II. HYDRODYNAMIC INTERACTIONS
We consider a collection of N spheres suspended in an incompressible fluid of shear viscosity q. The fluid is of infinite extent in all directions, or bounded by solid walls at which the flow satisfies prescribed boundary conditions, e.g., no slip. Alternatively we consider also N spheres in a cubic volume Y with periodic boundary conditions applied at the surface of the cube. We assume a low Reynolds number, so that the fluid velocity field v(r) and the pressure p(r) satisfy the Stokes equations 7qv-vp=o, v*v=o. (2.1)
We assume that the motion of the fluid is due entirely to the motion of the spheres. where the 6N-dimensional vector F comprises both forces and torques, and the 6N-dimensional vector U comprises both translational and rotational velocities.
Conversely, if external forces FI,...,FN and torques T ,,...,T, are applied to the spheres, then these are caused to move with translational velocities U1,...,UN, and rotational velocities R ,,..., 'nN Both matrices depend on the configuration X= (RI,...,RN) and on the geometry, i.e., the shape of the vessel or the periodicity of the system. Our goal will be to develop an efficient scheme of numerical calculation of the friction matrix 5' and the mobility matrix p. We must account for three important features of the hydrodynamic interactions. First, the interactions have long range. Second, they have many-body character. Third, they show singular behavior at short distances.
The long range is evident from the behavior of the Green function of the Stokes equations (2.1) . This is given by the tensor field T(r,r ') and the vector field Q(r,r') which satisfy the following equations:
gV2T-VQ= -ls(r-r'), V*T=O, (2.7)
together with boundary conditions on the walls of the vessel. In infinite geometry the fields are translationally invariant and given by
with f=r/r. The tensor T(r) is called the Oseen tensor. The many-body character of the hydrodynamic interactions is evident from an approximate calculation of the translational friction matrix f due to Kirkwood and Riseman.28 We assume for simplicity that the spheres have equal radius a and are suspended in infinite fluid. The friction coefficient of a single sphere has the Stokes value co =6rrqa. According to Faxen's theorem' the force exerted by sphere j on the fluid is given by It is evident that this expression has many-body character, since the matrix on the right cannot be written as a sum of pair contributions.
Kirkwood and Riseman2* applied Eq. (2.12) to the calculation of the friction coefficient of chain polymers. In that case all velocities are equal due to stiffness. The friction tensor of the polymer is given by approach, but included also the torques and rotational velocities. They then evaluated the friction matrix by inversion as in Eq. (2.12). Subsequently they corrected for lubrication effects by adding the friction matrix calculated in pair approximation with the exact pair friction tensors, while avoiding double counting by subtracting an approximate pair contribution. As we shall see later, this scheme leads to quite reasonable results in many cases. However, a systematic approach to the problem of hydrodynamic interactions must include force multipoles of all orders.8 Ladd2k27 has performed computer simulations on systems of spheres in periodic boundary conditions including a large number of higher order multipole components. He followed Durlofsky et al. 23 in correcting for lubrication effects. 20'21 The Cartesian force multipole tensor of rank pf 1 for a single sphere centered at the origin is defined by29 (2.13)
1) r<a
Kirkwood and Riseman provided an approximate calculation of the sum for linear chains.
The singular behavior of the hydrodynamic interactions at short distance is evident from the solution of the pair problem. Consider two equal spheres of radius a in a fluid of infinite extent. The translational part of the 12 X 12 friction matrix can be written as r'( 12) = ( &( 12) G( 12) 5':,ua r:2(W -1 (2.14)
It follows from Euclidean invariance that the tensors $( 1,2) depend on the vector R=R,--R, in the following manner:
where r p is the p fold direct product of r vectors and f (r ) is the force density induced in the sphere.'7-*9 The tensor in Eq. (3.1) has 3p+' components. A smaller number suffices for a determination of the flow outside the sphere. It is sufficient to specify the set of irreducible multipole moments { flmJ, where the subscript 1 takes integer values I= 1,2,..., the subscript m takes 21+ 1 integer values for each Z, and the subscript 0 takes the three values 0,1,2 for given I,m. Alternatively we shall use the more descriptive notation S, T, P for the three values 0,1,2 of the index u (S standing for symmetric, T for tangential, P for pressure3').
with scalar functions X$(R) which have the symmetries X<,(R) =X$(R) and X&(R) =X$(R), and similarly for Y$( R) . It follows from lubrication theory20V21 that at short distance the functions Xf, (R) and Xf2( R ) behave as
The irreducible force multipole moments can be defined in spherica131 or in Cartesian coordinates.32 We need not quote the precise definition and merely note that the three components f ImO may be identified with the Cartesian components of the force F, and the three components f lml may be identified with the Cartesian components of the torque T. We arrange the irreducible force multipole components for sphere j as the infinite dimensional vector
where g= (R/u) -2. Thus for motion along the line of centers the forces diverge at short distance. The nature of the singularity and the values of the coefficients must be found from an asymptotic analysis.
where f,,(j) denotes all higher order components. Correspondingly we define a projection operator .?F' (j) on the FT subspace for sphere j by IV. FRICTION MATRIX where c,,,(j) denotes all higher order components. The two multipole vectors f(j) and c(j) are related by the singlesphere extended friction matrix Zc( j)
The matrix Z,,(j) may be constructed from the solution of the single sphere problem. Due to rotational symmetry the matrix is diagonal in the subscript I. Application of the projection operator P'(j) to the multipole vector c(j) results in
In practical numerical calculations the infinitedimensional multipole vectors must be truncated at finite order. From consideration of the angular dependence of the flow pattern about a single sphere it follows that it is natural to truncate at some maximum value L of the subscript I. With truncation at order L the number of irreducible force multipole components per sphere is n L = 3 L (L + 2). Thus upon truncation the infinite set of Eqs. (3.11) is replaced by the set of NnL equations ,$P(j)c(j)=( ;licz;(r)/Rj). (3.6) We decompose the vector c(j) as
The second vector may be constructed from the flow pattern incident on sphere j. In the absence of a flow pattern due to external sources it is linearly related by a Green matrix to the set of force multipole vectors fL=ZOL(cU-GGLfL).
(4.1)
The Green matrix G, is the truncated version of the complete Green matrix G. In our explicit calculation the Green matrix GL is evaluated explicitly and exactly, either for infinite space or in periodic boundary conditions, in a representation with irreducible Cartesian multipole components up to order L. After solving Eq. (4.1) as in Eq. (3.12) and projecting onto the FT subspace we find an approximation to the friction matrix
The scheme is feasible only if L need not be too large to get accurate results. However, we know from the solution of the two-sphere problem that multipole components of very high order are required for an accurate description of the lubrication effects which dominate the friction between two near spheres in relative motion. Therefore we follow the procedure of Durlofsky et al. 23 in correcting for lubrication effects. We add to the approximate friction matrix in Eq. (4.2) the matrix found in superposition approximation with the exact pair friction matrices,
The Green matrix G is determined completely by geometry. In infinite space the diagonal term G( j,j> vanishes. Substituting Eqs. (3.7) and (3.9) into Eq. (3.5) we find the set of coupled multipole equations (3.10) This set of equations is exact. It is the analogue of the approximate Eq. (2.10) for the forces. Collecting the multipole components of all spheres into a single vector, we may write Eq. (3.10) in the abbreviated form
The matrix Z, is diagonal in particle labels and is composed of the friction matrices for the individual spheres. The formal solution of Eq. (3.11) is f=Z,, [l+GZ, , Hence one finds the friction matrix c by projection onto the FT subspace ~=.9"Zo(l+GZo) -'9. (3.13) In the next section we show how this exact, but formal expression leads to a practical scheme of numerical calculation, 3783 Lp= iFj SWh (4.3) where the pair matrix g( i, j) is defined as in Eq. (2.14). To avoid double counting we subtract the same expression with the pair friction matrices calculated with truncation at order L t sup,~= is tL(Lj). The exact friction matrix may be expressed as ~=;;~_GL+@L).
(4.6)
The matrix CL + AcL will provide a good approximation for already fairly low values of L. The contribution CL takes care of long-range and many-body effects, the matrix AC, takes care of short distance lubrication effects. We denote our approximation at order L to the N-sphere friction matrix as &=CL+&.
(4.7)
The main approximation in the above scheme is the assumption, suggested by Bossis and Brady,22 that lubrica-tion effects are well accounted for in pair superposition approximation to the friction matrix. Durlofsky et c.11.~~ have provided evidence to support this contention. However, the lubrication effect contributes only for relative motions which cause strong gradients in the flow field. As we shall show, for collective motions, which do not excite strong gradients, the friction matrix is well approximated by gL with truncation at relatively low L, even when the particles are very close. For such motions the correction AcL is very small. On the other hand, close relative motion causes strong gradients and activates lubrication. Since the lubrication region is localized near the point of closest approach it is clear that for these motions the superposition approximation is appropriate. In the next section we analyze the collective motions in more detail. TABLE I. Drag coefficient for two touching spheres moving together parallel (a) or perpendicular (b) to the line of centers. We list (67, +~$a)/&, for the two motions, as calculated from c'. ( 1,2) , the twosphere friction matrix with truncation at multipole order L. In the last line we quote the exact result. In this section we show that for collective motions, which do not excite a lubrication region, the exact friction matrix 6 is well approximated by the friction matrix CL with truncation at relatively low multipole order L. The statement is true even for touching spheres. We demonstrate its validity by considering a pair and a triplet of spheres.
The short distance behavior of the friction functions for a pair of spheres was investigated in detail by Jeffrey and Onishi.*' They used lubrication theory to calculate the coefficients of singular and nonanalytic terms of the type exhibited in Eq. (2.16). The singular behavior gives rise to slow convergence of the series expansion of the friction functions in inverse powers of the distance between centers. Alternatively the singular behavior may be analyzed from the coefficients of the series expansion. An efficient recursion scheme for calculating a large number of coefficients was developed by Cichocki et aL3'
As an example of the speed of convergence we consider two touching spheres moving together either perpendicular or parallel to the line of centers. In Table I we list the drag coefficient cyi + {y2 in units co for the two motions, as calculated from ct( 1,2), and compare with the exact result. It is evident that the convergence is quite rapid.
As a second example we consider the collective motion of three equal spheres, touching with centers at the comers of an equilateral triangle, and moving with equal speed perpendicular to the plane of the triangle. Again this is a motion without lubrication region. In Table II we list the drag coefficient Syl + cy2 + Sy3 in units co for this motion, as calculated from gL( 1,2,3), and compare with the exact result. Again the convergence is quite rapid. We also list the contribution from AcL( 1,2,3) which rapidly decreases with increasing L. We note that this contribution can be calculated from the second column in Table I .
The exact result quoted in Table II has been derived in the following manner. We consider the friction function
The presence of a lubrication region in the flow generated by the motion of two spheres is signaled by the presence of singular and nonanalytic terms in the friction functions, of the type shown in Eq. (2.16). There are four types of motion which excite a lubrication region. In the first motion the two spheres approach each other along the line of centers. In the second motion they translate in opposite directions perpendicular to the line of centers. In the third motion they rotate in the same sense about parallel axes perpendicular to the line of centers. In the fourth motion they rotate in the opposite sense about the line of centers. The friction functions corresponding to all other motions do not have singular or nonanalytical terms of the type shown in Eq. (2.16). This fact was recognized by Jeffrey and Onishi for the singular terms, but they did not find cancellation of the nonanalytic terms due to an error in one of the friction functions. The correct coefficient of the c In ,$ term in the asymptotic expansion of the friction function fi2, as defined by Jeffrey and Onishi, is 3 l/500 for equal spheres, rather than 31/250, as was noted by Ladd.26 With correction of the error the singular and nonanalytic terms cancel from all friction functions describing collective motion. As a consequence of the cancellation we exz(x) = (&+fl:+&>& (5.1)
for three equal spheres of radius a ce:ltered at the comers of an equilateral triangle with sides R = 2ax. By use of the spherical multipole representation and the displacement theorem33 one can solve IQ. (3.11) by iteration. This yields the function Z(x) in the form of the series expansion TABLE II. Drag coefficient of three equal spheres, touching with centers at the corners of an equilateral triangle, and moving with equal speed perpendicular to the plane of the triangle. In the first column we list (tit, +&+&)/&, for this motion, as calculated from the approximate friction matrix IJ~. ( 1,2,3 ). In the last line we give the exact result. In the second column we list the contribution from the correction matrix A& ( 1,2,3 Kim' s observation that ( -I)jb, grows exponentially with j is correct. The observation implies that the series is dominated by a pole at an unphysical value xl < -1. The value x1 can be found by a PadC analysis of the series expansion, or more straightforwardly as a zero of the determinant of the mobility matrix, the elements of which can be found from a similar series expansion. Once the value x1 has been determined one may cast the function Z(x) in the form
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The experimental value Z(x= 1) =0.574 obtained by Lasso and Weidman36 agrees well with the exact result, but in view of the experimental uncertainty this is somewhat fortuitous. We note that an expansion of the type (5.3) can be used only for a small number of spheres since the number of poles in the unphysical regime with x< -1 increases rapidly with the number of spheres. For four spheres we find six poles in this regime. Even though the correction term Ag, is small for collective motions we do include it in our numerical calculation. It is convenient to use the same expression for the approximate friction matrix for all types of motion.
VI. TRUNCATION
We have shown in Sec. V for some simple examples of collective motion that our truncation at multipole order L leads to rapid convergence of the friction matrix. We shall show later that for motions with lubrication the convergence is equally rapid. The rate of convergence depends on the method of truncation. We have based our truncation on the angular dependence of the flow field about a sphere. Here we show that a different method of truncation, based on the distance dependence of the flow field, gives rise to serious problems. In addition we shall discuss a modification of our scheme which uses less memory for almost identical results.
The Green matrix element between two force multipoles of order I,m,a, and I',m',a', decays with distance as R-z-* '-u--a'+l. This shows that with truncation at multipole order L the contribution from T-and P-multipole components of order L leads to faster decay with distance than that from S components. It is tempting to omit the T and P components of highest multipole order from the calculation in order to save memory and computing time.
Truncation of the type discussed above corresponds to truncation at order pmax in a Cartesian definition of the force multipole moments as in Fq. (3.1). As discussed earlier, our truncation at order L includes nl; = 3 L ( L + 2) irreducible force multipole moments per sphere. In the formulation chosen by Ladd2"27 the reduced force multipole moments are defined by the replacement of the factor r p in Eq. The series with coefficients Cj is rapidly convergent. We list the first 22 coefficients Cj in Table III . With 85 terms of the series we get at touching the precise value (5.3) our S moments of orders I=p -1 and I=p+ 1, our T moments of order Z=p, and our P moments of order I=p-1. Thus with truncation at pmax Ladd includes a total of 3pk,+ 6p,,+2 moments of types S, T, and P. In addition he includes the trace of the second rank force multipole tensor F . t*) Thus with truncation at order pmax Ladd's description involves three more multipole components than our truncation at order L =pmax . Note that the trace of the second rank tensor F (*) does not contribute to the flow about a sphere. Ladd eliminates the trace from his system of equations.24 Z(x= 1) =0.574 91.
(5.6)
From the above discussion it follows that truncation at pmax corresponds in our formulation to truncation at order L=p,,+ 1 with omission of the T and P moments of detined in Eq. (6.1), as calculated with ptruncation scheme (first column) and with our truncation scheme (second column), for truncation at the order indicated. In the third column we list the value of the zero found with our scheme of truncation and deletion at order L+ 1. 
where x= R/2a is the dimensionless distance between centers of two spheres of radius a. It suffices to consider only S and P components in the subspace with m =0, m' =O. We denote the determinant of the 4p,x 4p,,-dimensional matrix obtained in p truncation at rank pmax by Dp( x) , and the determinant of the 4 L X 4 L-dimensional matrix truncated by our method at order L by DL(x) . In the first two columns of Table IV we list the largest positive zero x0 of the functions Dp(x) and DL(x) for truncation at various orders. It is clear that for p truncation the zero is in the physical range x > 1 for all orders considered, whereas for our truncation the zero is in the unphysical range x < 1. In both cases in the limit of infinite order the zero will finally end up at the lubrication singularity at x= 1. cated matrix. Ladd's truncation does not lead to a singularity in the pair friction functions.37 The appearance of singularities resulting from the use of an approximated hydrodynamic interaction matrix has been noted earlier in Brownian dynamics simulations.38
The choice of the order of truncation is based on a compromise between desired accuracy and requirements of memory and computing time. A minimum number of force multipole components must be kept to account for long range contributions. As mentioned above, the Green matrix element between two multipoles of orders $m,o and I',m',c' decays with distance as R-'-1'-0-u +'. This shows that the FT scheme of Durlofsky et a1.,23 which accounts only for multipole components with I= 1, cr=O,l, In Fig. 1 we plot the friction function X$2(R)/co calculated with p truncation at pmax = 3, and compare with the exact function. Some of the other two-sphere friction functions calculated with p truncation show similar problems. The singularity difficulties make themselves felt both in the many-sphere truncated friction matrix and in the twosphere correction matrix.
In Fig. 2 we plot the friction function X$(R)/c, calculated with our truncation at orders L= 1,2,3,4, and compare it with the exact function. The other two-sphere friction functions show similar behavior. The elements of the correction matrix Af, are smooth functions of distance and nonvanishing only in a small range, which decreases with increasing L. We emphasize that the form of the truncated matrix depends on the formulation of the problem. Ladd24-27 has used reduced force multipole moments truncated at pmax, as discussed above, but uses reduced velocity moments which differ from ours, and therefore has a different trun- We begin by deriving a formal expression for the exact mobility matrix, in analogy to Eq. (3.13) for the friction matrix. It is convenient to define leaves out important long range contributions. The same is true of their FTS scheme. At least all matrix elements which decay as slowly as R-' should be kept for manysphere systems, where large interparticle distances occur. Hence we must include at least the multipoles with I= 1, 0=2, with 1=2, CT= 1, and 1=3, o=O, since these combine with I'= 1, o'=O to give decay as RF3. This suggests that we keep the multipoles with Z=l, a=0,1,2, with 1=2, o=O, 1, and Z=3, a=O. However, this corresponds to p truncation at pmax =2, which leads to the singularity problem. Truncation at order L = 2 requires 24 multipole components per sphere, but leaves out the I= 3, a=0 multipole components. These are included with truncation at order L = 3, which requires 45 multipole components per sphere. Truncation at this order yields satisfactory results. We have found for all configurations studied that truncation at order L=4 changes the results by less than one percent.
A slight modification of the truncation scheme at order L=3 leads to important savings of memory. We consider the truncation at order L=3, and delete all Green matrix elements connecting force multipoles of order I=3 with those of order I'=3. This allows us to express the force multipoles of order Z=3 in terms of force multipoles of orders I= 1 and 2. As a result we obtain a truncation of order L = 2 with modified Green matrix elements which can be calculated straightforwardly.
We find that the elements of the friction matrix calculated with the improved L = 2 truncation scheme differs from those calculated with the original scheme of order L = 3 by less than one percent.
co= PZOP, PO= ~g; l.T (7.2) as the friction and mobility matrices valid for large separation of spheres in infinite space. Both matrices are diagonal, and are inverse to each other in the FT subspace. We define the convective extended friction matrix Z. by io=zo-i!(-Jpozo.
( 7.3)
It is easily checked that this expressioq agrees with the earlier definition in Ref. 39. The matrix Z. differs from Z. only in the I= 1 subspace. Note that the matrices co and y. operate in the complete vector space. We shall prove that for any configuration of spheres the exact mobility matrix is given by the identity p=pO(I+ZOG&Z,+'(I+ZOG).9? (7.4)
The matrix &,ZZ,' is diagonal in the index 1 for each sphere, and is identical with the unit matrix for I> 1. In order to show the validity of Eq. (7.4) we multiply from the left by the friction matrix, as given by Eq. (3.13). Abbreviating n A=Z,G, B=ZoGZoZ, ', we then have
We have checked for the case of two spheres that with the above scheme of truncation with deletion the singularity x0 is located in the unphysical range. In the last column in Table IV we list the value of the singularity for truncation and deletion at order L -+ 1. It is clear that the resulting truncation scheme of order L yields significant savings of memory in comparison with the original scheme of order L-I-1, and that it provides a definite improvement on the original scheme of order L. In practice the improved scheme of order L = 2 is satisfactory. In order to perform numerical computations of Stokesian dynamics, involving the updating of configurations of a set of freely moving spheres, it is necessary to know the sphere velocities for given forces and torques, as expressed by the mobility matrix p. In a numerical scheme one could use as the approximate mobility matrix the inverse of the approximate friction matrix. This is the procedure followed by Durlofsky et al.,23 and by Ladd.2627 In our case this would imply that we use the relation we therefore find @ = 9, which equals the identity matrix in the FT subspace, as it should.
It is evident upon expansion of the inverse matrix in Eq. (7.4) in a geometric series that it consists of a_sum of terms with intermediate repeated products of GZo. We may write alternatively pp&?
(7.1) However, the procedure requires inversion of a large matrix, which is numerically expensive. It is preferable to develop an alternative scheme which allows direct evaluation of the sphere velocities for given forces and torques from the solution of a system of equations.
(I+ZoGioZ,')-'=Zo(l+Gio)-lZ;l. (7.10) It is easy to show that the product in Eq. (7.4) may be cast in the form '. (7.11) Using Eqs. (7.3) and (7.4) we find that the mobility matrix is given by the alternative expression ~=~o+~oZo(l+Gio)-'GZa~lo.
(7.12) This is the expression derived earlier in operator form for bodies of arbitrary shape by one of us3 It was used in theoretical analysis of sedimentation in a suspension of spheres.40P41 For present purposes, the expression (7.4) is more useful. As a consequence all spheres move. The mobility component corresponding to the horizontal velocity component of the bottom sphere is plotted in Fig. 4 .
The procedure allows fast computation of Stokesian dynamics, both for a finite number of spheres in infinite space, and in the thermodynamic limit with periodic boundary conditions.
VIII. NUMERICAL COMPUTATION OF MOBILITIES IX. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In numerical computation we must truncate the multipole vectors at finite order. The equations of the preceding section remain valid with truncated vectors and matrices. In particular the mobility matrix p=, given by
is the inverse of the friction matrix CL. The corrected mobility matrix FL with lubrication correction built in, defined in Eq. (7.1), is given by
We may find this matrix directly by modifying the set of equations to be solved. Let U L be the velocities calculated with the matrix p L, and let 6 L be the corresponding velocities calculated with lubrication correction, so that
We can find the corrected velocities by solving the set of equations (I+P&L&=PLF. (8.4) However, this would require that we have the complete matrix pL at our disposal. Instead we substitute the expression (8.1) . It is then evident that the corrected velocities may be constructed from ~L 'PO~L 9 (8.5) where the multipole vector lit is found as the solution of the set of equations
In the following, we present some examples, which demonstrate the accuracy and efficiency of our method. As in the calculation of the drag coefficient of three touching spheres, presented in Sec. V, we find that there is rapid convergence with increasing multipole order L.
In the numerical implementation we have preferred a Cartesian representation of the reduced force multipoles. A complete set of Cartesian vector spherical harmonics, which appear in the definition of the multipoles, may be constructed from the scalar harmonics.42 Subsequently one may evaluate the elements of the Green matrix by use of the results for the two-sphere problem,31 or by using the displacement theorem.33 For systems with periodic boundary conditions we use the Cartesian representation.43
As a first example we consider the mobility of six equal spheres of radius a, located at the corners of a regular hexagon, as shown in Fig. 3 . Let d be the distance between two neighboring centers expressed in units of the sphere diameter 2a, so that d= 1 corresponds to touching spheres. We choose coordinates such that the hexagon lies in the plane x=0 with sphere 1 centered at the origin and with the center of sphere 4 on the positive z axis. We consider a force applied to sphere 4 in the y direction. All spheres move, but we calculate only the y component of the velocity of sphere 1, i.e., the element ,uyY,4Y of the mobility matrix. In Fig. 4 we plot the reduced mobility ,u = 6qa,u&4y as a function of the distance d, calculated with truncation at different orders L. It is evident that truncation at order L=3 yields sufficient accuracy, and that the mobility with truncation at L= 3 differs significantly from that with truncation at L= 1. We have found similar behavior for other elements of the mobility matrix, and for different configurations. We have found that the results of truncation at L = 1 are practically identical with those of the FT scheme of Durlofsky et ~1.'~ As a second example we consider the mobility tensor of a rigid rod consisting of N touching, rigidly connected and equal spheres of radius a on a straight line. In a coordinate system with z axis along the rod the mobility tensor is diagonal by symmetry and has only two independent elements, pcL, for motion transverse to the rod, and pl for motion along the rod. The two elements of the mobility tensor behave for large N as 
X. DISCUSSION
We have presented an efficient scheme of numerical calculation of hydrodynamic interactions between many spheres. The nature of the scheme is such that in principle any desired acccuracy can be attained. In practice we get satisfactory results by truncation at relatively low force multipole order with account of lubrication effects in pair superposition approximation. In our numerical implementation we use a Cartesian formulation. Both the manysphere friction matrix and the mobility matrix are found 3 PO ptz;iy In N+n,+$ ( 1 , 3Po p1~5-g In N+ai+$ , ( 1 with po= 1/6m]a. The leading terms were found by Riseman and KirkwoodM by use of the approximation discussed in Sec. II. The coefficients u,~ and b,/ involve contributions of multipoles of all orders and analytic calculation is difficult. We have evaluated the mobilities pt and ,u~ for rods of up to 100 spheres. In Fig. 5 we plot the reduced mobility p/p0 as a function of N. We compare with the Riseman-Kirkwood approximation given by the first term in Eq. (9.1). The complete expression with coefficients a,=0.97*0.01, b,= -0.72*0.1 gives an excellent fit to the numerical results over a wide range. In Fig.  6 we show a similar plot for the reduced mobility ,ucLI/po. In this case we find a fit to the data for values al= -0.12 f 0.01, bl=0.37 iO.05. The above results were calculated with truncation at orders L=3 and L=4. Truncation at L= 1 would lead to significantly different values for the coefficients. from the solution of a set of equations. As a consequence, in the Stokesian dynamics of N spheres the number of operations is significantly reduced, and can even be made to be of order N* with suitable algorithms. A number of operations of order N3 is always required if the mobility matrix is calculated as the inverse of the friction matrix.5
In our explicit examples we have calculated the friction matrix and the mobility matrix for a finite number of spheres in infinite space. The general formulation applies equally well to infinite systems with periodic boundary conditions. It can be extended to include the computation of particle stress, which is needed in a calculation of effective viscosity. Explicit calculations of sedimentation coefficient, effective permeability, and effective viscosity will be presented elsewhere.
